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PREFACE

This volume is intended as the proceedings of Sapporo Symposium on Partial
Differential Equations, held on July 30 through August 1 in 2001 at Faculty of
Science, Hokkaido University.
Sapporo Symposium on PDE has been held annually to present the latest developments on PDE with a broard spectrum of interests not limited to the methods
of a particular school. Professor Taira Shirota started the symposium almost 25
years ago. Professor K6ji Kubota and Professor Rentaro Agemi who made a large
contribution to its organization for many years.
We always thank their significant contribution to the progress of the Sapporo
Symposium on PDE.

Y. Giga and T. Ozawa
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80111e results on sequences of 111aps with
equibounded energies
]',,1ariano Giaquinta, Seuola Normale Superiore, Pisa
July 9, 2001
Let ,:t', Y be two oriented Riemannian manifolds respectively of dimensions
m 2:: 2. V>le shall assume that Y is compact and without boundary and
that its integral 2-homology group 'H.z(Y) has no torsion, so that 1-l 2(Y,Z) =
n.bl.}, 11,· .. ~/s being integral cycles and 1-l2(Y'~) = ·t-l2(Y, Z) @ ~,
and for future use we denote by wI, ... ,w s the harmonic forms such that
17.,

n:::!=l

Dn,2-currents. Every differential n-form w E DlI(..-l' x Y) splits as a sum
= 2:::f"=o w( k), 12 := min( n, 'In), where the w(k) 's are the n-forms which contain
exactly k differentials in the vertical Y variables. Vve denote by D",2(X x Y) the
subspace ofD"(XxY) ofn-forms ofthe type w = 2:::~=o w(k), and by D",2(,l'xY)
the dual space ofD",2(,:t' x Y). Every (n,2)-c'Il,rrcnt T E D lI ,2(X x Y) splits as
T = 2:::!=1 T(I;) , "INhere T(I.-)(w) := T(w(~:»).

w

D-norm.

For wE D n .2 (..-1' x Y) we set

Ilwll := max { sup
:r,y

£

.)

Iw(O)(;r.y)1
I· .) : . sup Iw(l}(.l',y)l- dvo!.t"
1 -I' Ivl,.l' y

IITlb := sup { T(w) IwE D",2(,:t'

x Y).

Ilwllv::;

I}.

It is easily seen that IITliv is a norm on {T E 'D",2(X x Y)

IIITliv <

oo}.

Let {Td C D lI ,2("-1' x Y); we say that {Td D-converges to T, Tk B.. T, if
Tktw) -+ T(uJ) Vw E D",2(X x Y) and SUPk Im·Il1' < 00. Clearly II 111' is Dweakly lower semicontinuous, in particular T E 1/",2("-1' x Y) and IITII'D < 00
if Tk .~ T; moreover every sequence {Td C D lI ,2(,1' x Y) has a subsequence
which D-converges to some T E D",2(X x Y), !IT!1v < 00.
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Boundaries. The exterior differential d splits into a horizontal and a vertical
differential d = dx + d y • Since d:r'w E Dn,2(X x Y) whenever W E D"-1.2(,l:' x
Y) (differentiation in the ;7; variables does not change the number of vertical
differentials), 8 xT(w) := T(dxw) defines a boundary operator 8" : D n,2('l:' x
Y) -t Dn-1,z(X x Y). Instead 8y T makes sense only as element of the dual
space of

zn,2(,1'

Y) := {w

X

ED

n

,2(,1' x Y) 1 d yw(2)

= O},

in fact, if w E D n ,2 (,l' x Y), dyw belongs to D n ,2 ((:\:' x Y) if and only if d yw(2) = O.

Boundary data. Let n be a bou..'1ded domain in X and let D be a domain
with D :J:J n. We prescribe the boundary data by fixing a (smooth) map
'P : D \ IT -t Y and setting

Hr~,2(D:Y):=

{1l E 'W ,2(D,Y) 17.£ = 'P on D\ IT},
1

and we say that T agrees with 'P on the boundary of n if T E Dn,2(D x Y) and
T = G<p on
IT) x Y, G<p being the ClUTent in D n ,2(D x Y) integration on the
graph of 'P,

di \

D-graphs. In order to study weak limits of sequences of maps with equibounded Dirichlet energies, minimization of the Dirichlet integral and concentration phenomena, compare [5], we introduced in [4] the following class of
(71,2)-currents
D-graph<p(D

x Y)
llT

spt ST C

:=

{T E D,2(D x Yl IllTllv < co, there exist
n

E W~,2(D, Y) and

IT x Y such that T

ST

E 'D n ,2(D x Y) with

= GUT

+ ST,

ST(O) = ST(l) =

0,

and 8"T = 0, 8 yT = 0 on zn,2(D

X

Y)}

We proved in [4], see also [5],

n X Y) the decomposition T = GUT +
D-weal, limits of graphs of smooth maps
n -t y, =

1. for T E D-graph<p(

2.

ST

'Uk :

Uk

is unique,
'P onD \

with equibounded Dirichlet energies belong toD-graph<p(D x Y),
3. if T E D-graph<p(D x Y), then 8x S T

4.

IIG Ilv = IlllTIIW
uT

1 ,2 :::;

= 0 on D n -

1

,2(D x Y), and

IITllv, consequently IISTllv :::; 211Tllv,

5. D-graph<p(D x Y) if D-weakly closed.

-2

IT.

A simple structure theorem. Let T E V-graph<p(n x Y). For any closed
2-form win Y define the (n - 2)-currents in n by setting

lL(T,w)

:=

ST(( /\ w).

We say in [4], [5] that Jl))(T,w) and lL(T,w) have finite mass, spt (lL(T,w)) cIT,
8(Jl))(T,w)+lL(T,w)) = 0 in n, moreover lL(T;w) depends only on the cohomology
class of w. Finally, setting for s = L ... , s

Jl))s(T)

:=

Jl))(T,w S ),

we have, see [4] [5],

Proposition 1 Let T E V-graph<p(n x Y). Then
s

T - GUT -

I: lLs(T)

X

~ls = 0

8=1

In general however
8

C;T'
. - 'T' .u
,S"Uig·-.....

G UT - '\'
lL
L.-J.::I"

'>(

"V

/8,

s=l

though completely vertical and null on zn,2(n

XY), is non zero, see [4].

The 2-dimensional case. In n = dim....Y = 2, obviously V n ,2(n X Y) =
V 2 (Q x Y) and aT = axT+ayT is the usual boundary of currents. Consequently
V-limits T of smooth graphs G Uk are integer multiplicity rectifiable currents
T E 'R,z(n x Y), and V-graph<p(n x Y) n'R,z(n x Y) is V-weakly closed.
It is proved in [4] [5] that every T in V-graph<p(n x Y) n R 2 (n x Y) decomposes as
k

T = GUT

+ I:[[Xi]]

XCi

+ RT,sing

(1)

;=1

where :r; E IT, C i are integral2-cycles with non trivial homology and RT,sing is a
completely vertical, homologically trivial integer multiplicity rectifiable current
supported on a set S not containing {x;} x y, i = 1, ... ,k. Moreover
ii

T = GUT

+ I: lL8(T)

x

IS

+ ST,sing

(2)

s=l

with
k

!Ls(T) =

I: njs[[xd],
i=1

8

Cj =

I: nisi's +ST,sing
8=1

-3-

L

(U{Xi} X Y), nis E Z.

If moreover T is in the sequential weak closure of smooth graphs, then the
homology class of each C'i contains a Lipschitz image of S2, shortly C'i is of
spherical type.

Definition 2 Let dim A' = 2. We denote by cart~,l(D X Y) the class of integer
multiplicity rectifiable currents T E 'V-graphc.oCD X Y) which decomposes as in
(1) where the C'i'S are of spherical type.
.
Notice that cart~,l (D
smooth graphs.

X

Y) is 'V-closed and contains the 'V-limits of sequences of

The n-dimensional case. We assume A' = !lli. n, n :2': 3, D c !lli. n, a..'1d Y
isometrically embedded in !lli..N. Denote by 7f : !lli..n x !lli..N -t !lli..n the orthogonal
projection on the first factor. Let P be an oriented two plane in !lli.. n , and PI :=
p+ I:?==-12 tivi the family of oriented two planes parallel to P, t = (i 1 , ... , i n - 2 ) E
!lli.n+N, span(vI, ... ,Vn-2) being the orthogonal subspace to P. Similarly to the
case of normal current, for every T E 'V n ,2 (D x Y) with IITliv < 00, the slice of
T over 7f- 1 (Pt ) is a well defined current T L 7f- 1 (Pt ) in 'V 2 (( (D n P t ) X Y) for
1-l n - 2 -a.e. t with finite 'V-norm; moreover, whenever Tk !?,. T, for 1-ln - 2 -a.e. t
passing to a subsequence, we have nL7f- 1 (pt) l?,.. TL7f- 1 (Pd; finally, for
1-l n - 2 -a.e. t,
8 x (T L

7f"-1 (Pt ))

= 8x T

L 7f --1 (Pt ),

8 y (T L

7f-.l

(Pil)

= 81fT L

7f -J

(Pt ).

If moreover T E 'V-graph",(D x Y), T = GUT + I:!=llLs(T) x /'s in zn.2(D X Y),
then for 1-l n - 2 -a.e. t the current TL7f- 1 (Pt) is in 'V-graph",(CDnPtl x Y) and
GUT

L 7f-

1

(Pt ) = G.UT1p , '

lLs(T L

7f-

1

(Ptl)

= lLs L

Pt.

In any dimension n :2': 3 we now set
Definition 3 We say that T E cart~l(D x Y) if T E 'V-graph<p(D x YJ and
for any 2-plane P E !lli..n and for 1-l n - 2 -a.e. t the two dimensional c'urrent
TL7f- 1 (Pt ) belongs to cart!,l«DnPtl x Y).
z,From the previous calculations we easily infer

Theorem 4 cart~l(D x Y) is wealkly closed.
We also have, compare [10], as consequence of the rectifiability criterion of
B. White [9]

Theorem 5 LetT E cart~l(DxY), T = GUT+I:~=llLs(T)x-is in zn,2cDxY).
Then lLs(T), s = 1, ... ,8, are i.mOo rectifiable (17. -2)-c·llrrents.
We can also see that every T E cart~,l (D x Y) decomposes as

T = GUT

+

L

lLq x Rq

qEll·AY}

where lLq is an Lm. rectifiable (n - 2)-current with pairwise disjoint L.q'S, and
Rq E q is of spherical type.

-4-

Let T E D-graph<p(D x Y). Define the

The Dirichlet energy in cart:J,l.
(n., 2)-total variation by

IITII := sup { T(w) Illwll ~

wE

I,

and the Dirichlet density as the function of :c
by

F(:l~, y,f,) := sup {¢(f,) I¢: AnlR

n

D n ,2(n x

E n, y E y, f, E AnlRn + N

+N -+ lRlinear , ¢(M(G))
for all linear maps

The Dirichlet integral extends then to 'D-graphs, T = G"T
as

T

Y)}
given

~ ~IGI2

G : X,·n -+ TYY}

+ 5-1',

compare [5],

being the Radon-Nikodym derivative dT/diITII, and one has
D(T) =

r

~ ~ ID'tlTI2d:l~+
"'" if/.
.I

F(;l;,y, sTT) dIISTII·

"Ve do not have any explicit formula for the second term on th~ right hand side
as in general ST is not a. product current even for T in cart~,l(n x )1). However
for energy minimizing currents we do have an explicit formula.

.) 1 (0 x J"))) l)e a m.zn'lm'lZer
. . .
. ..
"f
0'''' a m,'ln'lm'lzer 'In 'lr"S
TIleOrelTI 6 L·e t T E cartv,'
mology class
<l1J

-I

{

-)
y)]'

[T]:= If. E cart~,l(n x Y) If. = Ton zn,2(Q
j01'

1

,~o-

X

the DiTichlet integral. W1'ite T as

T = GllT

+

L

Rq E q.

Lq x Rq

qE1l 2 (Yl

and set
TH := GUT

+

L

Lq x Sq.

qE'/1.~(Y)

Sq being the least mass integral cycle in q. Then TH E cart:"l(D x Y), TH E [T]
and D(TH) = D(T); moreover
(3)

5-

Partial regularity. Finally the explicit formula (3) for the energy of minimizers allows us to prove now a partial regularity theorem for 'itT, compare [10]:
uy is smooth in
except
on a closed set of Hausdorff dimension not greater
than n - 2.

n
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THE GROWTH OF VASCULAR SYSTEMS:
A REACTION - DIFFUSION APPROACH.

Miguel A Herrero
Departamento de Matematica Aplicada
Facultad de Matematicas
Universidad Complutense
28040 Madrid
Spain
E-mail address:herrero@sunma4.matucm.es

1.- INTRODUCTION: ON FORM AND STRUCTURE .

A problem that has fascinated mankind since the early stages of scientific
thought is that of the formation of large structures from their simpler
components. Roughly speaking, the main underlying question can be stated as
follows: Is it possible to predict the geometric structure of a complex
aggregate, and its subsequent dynamical evolution, starting from the
knowledge of its constitutive elements and the type of interactions existing
among them?
In principle, in any given situation there might be many theoretically possible
structures compatible with the data corresponding to their elementary
components. Of these , Nature has long been suspected of usually making a
restricted choice of admissible (or actually observable) ones. For instance, as
early as in 1611, Johannes Kepler suggested that the hexagonal form of
snowflakes should be due to the fact that their structure is "particularly
efficient in some sense .., and that such form could not explained merely by
mathematical arguments, but should instead be obtained from a knowledge of
the physical laws governing phase transitions, or as the author said, in the
"chemists 'studies of the form of the salts .. ( cf (K) ) .The subsequent
development of science has led to the consideration of many situations where the
interplay between structure, form and function poses deep and challenging
questions, as illustrated, for instance, by modem studies on the dynamics of
protein folding.
In the following we shall consider two examples of models describing the
generation of a complex structure under given physical laws. The first one is a
simple case of polymer formation in a dilute solution . The second one deals
with the evolution of a filamentary structure under the competing effects of
autocatalysis, lateral inhibition and attraction from the surrounding medium.

-7-

2.- AN EARLY AGGREGATION MODEL.

Perhaps the simplest situation for which a mathematical aggregation model has
been derived is that described by Smoluchowski' s theory of colloid nucleation
( see ( S ) , ( C) ) . This author proposed a kinetic mechanism for the formation
of large chains consisting of individual particles ( say, monomers), under the
assumptions that one is given an initial soup consisting of colloidal particles
dissolved in a solvent, and that :
I ) Solute particles undergo random ( Brownian) motion,
II ) When an electrolyte is added to the solution, each colloidal particle is
surrounded by a .. sphere of influence .. of a certain radius R,

ill) When particles come Within a distance R from each other, they stick
together to form a larger unit .
Double, triple... particles then follow their respective Brownian motions, at a
rate consequent to their increased size.
In such a way, Smoluchowski proposed a system of infinitely coupled and
nonlinear differential equations, whose subsequent analysis (and that of
related problems, as for instance reaction - diffusion systems derived when
subsequent cluster diffusion is t~en into account) has led to a number of
interesting results ( and open questions) , both at the physical and mathematical
level, see for instance (HVW).

3.- REACTION - DIFFUSION DRIVEN VASCULAR NETWOKS.
In the example just considered, the aggregation mechanism consists just in the
intermolecular atraction among particles which are otherwise subject to random
motion. When more complicated situations are considered, various transport
and reaction mechanisms may playa role in determining the final
configuration of the aggregate. We shall briefly discuss below a particularly
simple approach to an exceedingly complex subject.
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It is well known that, in the course of their evolution, higher organisms rapidly
grow to a size where passive diffusion becomes inadequate to supply tissues
with oxygen, water, nutrients and information. Nature has found a way to solve
such puzzling question, which consists in the invention of complex- shaped
organs made up of long branching filaments that eventually yield highly
ramified networks that efficiently expand into the surrounding organic matrix.
Typical examples of such organs are , among many others, the blood vessels, the
trachaeae of insects and the nervous system of vertebrates

From a biological point of view, the genetic programs that direct the formation
of the tree- like branching structure of some animal organs· ( for instance, the
Drosophila fly tracheal system) have begun to be elucidated only recently ( see
(MK) for a survey). On the other hand, much effort is being currently devoted
to understanding a related problem: angiogenesis. This last may be shortly
described as the unfolding of the system of blood vessels, both under normal and
pathological conditions ( see ( Y ) for a recent review).
Even in a simple setting ( corresponding, for instance, to the airways of
Drosphila ) , the problem is a challenging one . Indeed, there are hundred to
millions of branches in any such organ, and a huge amount of patterning
information is required to configure the whole network. In particular, at each
branch, the following instructions have to be codified:
I ) Where the branch buds, and the direction in which it grows,
II ) The size and shape of each branch,
III ) When and where along the branch a new generation of ( secondary )
branches has to appear.
The question of whether insight on the nature and function of such complex
organs can be gained from mathematics is far from being settled . In this
lecture, I shall briefly describe a system of differential equations that was
proposed by H. Meinhardt ( see ( M ) ) , as a first attempt to model such type of
situations. To derive it, a number of assumptions are made. For instance, only
reaction and di:ffi.lsion are assumed to govern the unfolding of the net, and this
is assumed to be the consequence of the interplay of just three substances,
termed as activator, inhibitor and growth factor. Futhermore, also the geometry
of the net is drastically restricted, by considering only two - dimensional
evolution. Even in such simplified setting, the system thus obtained leads to a
number of interesting mathematical questions, some of which are to be found in
recent work with D. Andreucci and J. J. L. Velazquez ( AHV) , and will be
shortly described in the lecture.
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Behavior of harmonic maps into spheres
around their isolated singular points
Toru Nakajima
Mathematical Institute, Tohoku University

Definitions and known results

1

Let nn be a bounded domain in the Euclidean space lRn and §n-l be the
(n - I)-dimensional sphere. We define the Sobolev class W 1,2(i1, §n-l) by

We consider the energy functional

E(u) =
over
E.

In l\7ul

2

dx

vV 1,2(n, §n-l). Here we treat the minimum points and critical points of

Definition 1 (energy minimizing map, harmonic mao)
Suppose u E W 1,2(n, §n-l) .
(1) We say that u is an energy minimizing map if

E(u) :::; E(v)
holds for any v E W 1 ,2(n,§n-l) with u - v E W~,2(n,lRn).
(2) We say that u is a harmonic map if u is a weak solution of Euler-Lagrange
equation of E
d
-d E(ut)
=0

t

Here,

Ut

t=O

I~: ~:I' c/J E Coo(0" lRn) .
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The energy minimizing map is a generalization of the harmonic function, but
in general this is not continuous. We call a discontinuous point of the energy minimizing map a singular point. The typhical example of discontinuous
energy minimizing maps is xllxl E W 1,2(lffin , §n-l) (n 2: 3). This map is energy minimizing and has a singular point O. We are interested in the behavior
of the energy minimizing maps around their isolated singular points. In this
talk, we treat only inteiror singular points, so we always assume that the energy minimizing maps are continuous near the boundary. In the case n = 3,
Brezis-Coron-Lieb proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Brezis-Coron-Lieb)
If u E W 1,2(SV, §2) is an energy minimizing map and pEn is an isolated
singular point of u, then we have

deg(u,p) = ±1

x-p
I for some A
x-p

Moreover u behaves like A I

E

0(3) around

p.

But if n = 3, we have no results to determine the degree of non-minimum
harmonic maps.

2

Results

Here, we treat the case n

= 4.

We have the following.

Theorem 2 (N)
If u E W 1 ,2(n 4 , §3) is an energy minimizing map and pEn is an isolated
singular point of u, then we have

deg(.u,p) = 0 or ± 1
Moreover, if deg(u,p) = ±1, u behaves like A IX -

PI

x-p

p.

for some A E 0(4) around

So, if we consider the energy minimizing maps, there may be little differences
between n = 3 and n = 4. But if we consider the non-minimum harmonic
maps, the results are quite different. In fact, in the case n=4, we can prove the
similar results of non-minimum harmonic maps if we impose some conditions.
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Definition 2 (stationary harmonic map)
Let u E W 1,2(r2, §n-l) be a harmonic map. We call u is a stationary harmonic
map if

The Energy minimizing maps are always stationary harmonic maps, and by
definitions, stationary harmonic maps are aloways harmonic maps. But the
converse is not true.
Next we consider the condition of the second variation of E. We define the
second variation as follows.

Definition 3 (second variation)
Let u E W 1,2(r2, §n-l) be a harmonic map. We define the second variation of
Eat u by

¢

E

o

C (r2,)Rn) with

U·

¢ = O.

Definition 4 (weakly stable)
Let u E W 1 ,2(r2, §n-l) be a harmonic map. u is called weakly stable if
6~E(¢)

2: 0 for V¢

E

Cgo(r2, )Rn) with

U·

¢= 0

Now, we have the following result.

Theorem 3 (N)
If u E W 1,2(r2 4, §3) is stable stationary harmonic map and p E r2 is an isolated
singular point of u, then we have
deg(u,p) = 0 or

1
x --p

Moreover, if deg(u,p) = ±1, u behaves like A Ix
p.
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pi for some A E 0(4) around

Stability of Standing Waves for Nonlinear
Schrodinger Equations with Potentials
Reika FUKUIZUMI (Tohoku University)
Email: k99m69@math.tohoku.ac.jp
This is a joint work with Masahito Ohta (Faculty of Engineering, Shizuoka University).
1. Introduction
We consider the stability of standing wave solutions for the nonlinear Schrodinger equations with a real valued potential V (x):

i8t u = -,0.u + V(x)u - lul p - 1u,

(t, x) E JR1+ n ,

(NLS)

where 1 < p < 2* - 1. Here, we put 2* = 00 if n = 1,2, and 2* = 2n/(n - 2) if n
By a standing wave, we mean a solution of (NLS) of the form

uw(t, x)

=

~

3.

eiwt¢w(x),

where w E JR, and ¢w(x) is a ground state of

-,0.¢ + V(x)¢ + w¢ - 1¢lp-l¢ = 0,

x

E

JRn .

(SP)

The main purpose of this talk is to show that when -,0. + V(x) has the first simple
eigenvalue AI, under some suitable assumptions on V(x), the standing wave solution eiwt¢w(x)
of (NLS) is stable for w with w > -AI and sufficiently close to -AI and for alII < p < 2*-1.
In what follows, we consider hamonic potentials
n

V(x)

L:X]

=

j=1

for the sake of simplicity. We will remark on more general potentials later.
Equation (NLS) with a harmonic potential is known as a model to describe the BoseEinstein condensate with attractive inter-particle interactions under a magnetic trap (see,
e.g., [14]).
For (NLS), the Cauchy problem in the energy space

~=
(v, w)~ := Re

{v

E

Hl(JRn ):

r V(x)lv(x)1 dx < oo},
JlR
2

n

r (v(x)w(x) + 'Vv(x) . 'Vw(x) + V(x)v(x)w(x))dx

JlRn

was studied by Oh [12]. Here, we regard ~ as a real Hilbert space consisting of complex
valued functions. It was proved in [12] that for any Uo E ~ there exist T > and a unique
solution u(t) E C([O, T],~) of (NLS) with u(O) = uo, and the conservation of energy and
charge holds:

°

E(u(t)) = E(uo),

Ilu(t)lIi2 = Iluolli2'
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t

E

[0, T],

· where E is the energy functional defined on 2:: by

E(v)

:=

1

-2111 \7vlli + -2
2

r V(x)lv(x)1 dx - -l-lIvllitL.
+1
2

JlRn

p

We say that ¢(x) is a ground state of (SP) if ¢(x) is a nontrivial solution of (SP) and
Sw(¢) :::; Sw(v) for any nontrivial solution v of (SP), where

Sw(v) :=

-2 II \7v lIi2 + -2 kn
r V(x)lv(x)1 2.dx + w2"vli2 - -l-lIvllit~l'
p+1
1

1

The existence of a ground state in 2:: of (SP) is proved for
variational argument, where

W

E (-AI,

(0) by the standard

(E)
The uniqueness of the positive radial solution in 2:: of (SP) was proved for W E (-A1'00)
(see, e.g., [8], [9]). We note that if ¢w(x) is a solution of (SP), then eiwt¢w(x) is a solution of

(NLS).
We recall some known results. First, we consider the case V(x)
exists a unique positive radial solution 'ljJw(x) of

O. For any w > 0, there

(NLSO)
in Hl(JRTL) (see [11] for the uniqueness), and the standing wave solution eiwt'ljJw(x) of (NLS)
with V(x)
0 is stable for any w > 0 if p < 1+4/n, and unstable for any w > 0 if p 2: 1+4/n
(see [1, 2, 15]). Therefore, we see that p = 1 + 4/n is the critical power for the stability and
instability of standing waves for (NLSO).
Meanwhile, in the presence of V(x), it was showed in [4] that there is a sequence of {Wk}
approaching -AI, for which the standing wave solutions eiwkt¢Wk of (NLS) are stable even if
p 2: 1 + 4/n (see also [13]). Also, we proved in [5], [6] that under suitable assumptions on
V(x) and p < 1 + 4/n (resp. p> 1 + 4/n), the standing wave solution eiwt¢w(x) of (NLS) is
stable (resp. unstable) for sufficiently large W > O.

=

2. Main Result

Definition. We say that the standing wave solution eiwt¢w(x) of (NLS) is stable in 2:: if for
any c > 0 there exists 6 > 0 with the following property: if Uo E 2:: satisfies
inf lIuo

BEIR

then the solution u(t) of (NLS) with u(O) = Uo exists for all t 2: 0 and satisfies
sup inf lIu(t) - eiB ¢wlIE < c.
t20 BEIR

Otherwise, eiwt¢w(x) is said to be unstable in 2::.
Our main result in this talk is the following.
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Theorem 1.
Let 1 < p < 2* - 1. There exists w* > -A1 such that the standing wave
solution eiwt¢w(x) of (NLS) is stable in :E for any w E (-At, w*).
By the general theory in Grill akis, Shatah and Strauss [7], under some assumptions on
the spectrum of a linearized operator, the standing wave solution eiw1t¢Wl (x) is stable (resp.
unstable) if the function II¢wll~ is strictly increasing (resp. decreasing) at w = W1' In the
case V(x) - 0, by the scaling '¢w(x) = W 1/(p-1)'¢1 C';wx) , it is easy to check the increase and
decrease of II'¢wll~. However, it seems difficult to check this property of II¢wll~ for general
V(x). So, for the proof of Theorem 1, we use the following sufficient condition for stability.
Proposition 1. ([7, 10)) If there exists 6 > 0 such that

for any v E :E with Re(v, ¢wh2 = 0 and Re(v, i¢wh2
eiwt¢w is stable in :E.

0, then the standing wave solution

The condition Re(v, ¢wh2 = 0 corresponds to the conservation of charge. Re(v, i¢wh2 = 0
is related to the gauge invariance. Proposition 1 means that if the action Sw (u) is minimized
at U
¢w, for u with IIullL2 = II¢wIlL2, then the standing wave solution is stable. For
a bounded potential V(x), Rose and Weinstein [13] claimed that when -.6. + V(x) has
the first eigenvalue A1, the standing wave solution eiwt¢w(x) of (NLS) is stable for w such
that w > -A1 and sufficiently close to -A1 (see also [4)). To verify the stability condition
of Grillakis, Shatah and Strauss theory [7], they investigated the behavior of II¢wll£2 by the
bifurcation theory, but it seems that there would remain a possibility of oscillations of lI¢wllL2
and the extraction of a sequence {wd would be required. Theorem 1 gives an improvement
of those results of Rose and Weinstein [13] and the author [4] since the standing wave solution
eiwt¢w of (NLS) is stable for any w close to -A1 without extracting a sequence {wd.
3. Outline of proof for Theorem 1
For any v E:E, let V1(X) = Rev(x) and V2(X) = Imv(x). We explicitly write
to obtain
(S~(¢w)v, v)

(L1,wV1, V1)

(L1,wVt, V1) =
(L2,wV2, V2) =
Re(V,¢w)£2
Since L 2,w¢w

+ (L2,wV2, V2),
(I\7V1 (x) 12 + {V(x) + w -

(S~(¢w)v,v)

r
p<Pf,-l (x)} IV1 (x) 12) dx,
r
(I\7V2(X)1 2 + {V(X) + w - <Pf,-1(x)}lv2(X)12) dx,
JlRn
JlRn

= (v1,¢wh 2,

Re(v,i¢wh2

(V2,¢w)£2'

0 and ¢w > 0, it follows that there exists 62 > 0 such that
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for any

V2

E 2:; satisfying (V2'

<Pwh2 = O. Therefore, it suffices to show the following Lemma.

Lemma 1. Let 1 < p < 2* - 1. There exists w* >
there exists 6 > 0 such that

for any

VI

E 2:; with

(VI,

¢wh2

=

-),1

such that for any w E

(-),1, w*)

O.

To prove Lemma 1, we follow the idea of Esteban and Strauss [3]. When w -+ -),1, if
the effect of the nonlinear term 1¢lp- 1 <p in (SP) would disappear, we could have the linear
equation
(LSP)
which has the first simple eigenfunction <p(x) with 11<pIIL2 = 1, corresponding to ),1' So,
we expect that <Pw(x)/ll<PwIIL2 may converge to the solution <p(x) as w -+ -),1 in some
sense. Since the standing wave solution of (LSP) is stable in 2:;, we also expect that the
standing wave solution eiwt<pw(x) of (NLS) may be stable in 2:; when w is close to -),1, for
all 1 < p < 2* - 1.
If Lemma 1 were false, there would be a sequence {Wj} -+

-),1

and functions {Vj} C 2:;

such that
~im
)-+00

(L 1,wj Vj, Vj) :S 0,

IIVjll~ = 1,

(Vj, ¢wj)£2
We consider the passage to the limit as {Wj} -+
following Lemma.
Lemma 2.

Let ¢w(x) :=

O.
-),1

and derive a contradiction from the

<Pw(x)/II<PwIIL2. Then, we have
lim II¢w - <p112; = O.
W-+-Al

4. More general potentials

We conclude this report with some remarks for more general potentials. Theorem 1 holds
for V (x) satisfying (I) and (II).

(I) There exist h(x) and V2(x) such that Vex) = V1 (x) + V2(x) satisfying the following:
(VI) V1 (x) E G2 (JRn) and there exist positive constants m and G such that
o :S VI (x) :S G(1 + Ixlm) on JRn.
(V2) There exists q such that q 2: 1, q > n/2 and V2 (x) E Lq(JRn) + Loo(JRn).
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(II)
Al is the simple eigenvalue and all minimizing sequences of (E) are relatively compact
in L2(JRn).
(V4) There exists 61 > Al such that

(V3)

((-L.\

+ V(x))v,v) 2: 61iiviii2

for all v E X with Re(<I>, V)L2 = 0, where <I> is the eigenfunction corresponding to Al
with

lI<l>iiL2

Here,

1.

X:= {v E H 1 (JRn ,C) : V1 (x)lv(x)12 E Ll(JRn )}

with the inner product

(v, w)x

:= Re (

JlR n

(v(x)w(x) + \7v(x) . \7w(x) + Vi (x)v(x)w(x))dx.
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Blow up rate for semilinear heat equation with
sub critical nonlinearity
Satoshi Sasayama
Department of Mathematics
Hokkaido University,
Sapporo 060-0810, Japan

1

Problem and Main Results

This is ajoint work Y.Giga and S.Matsui. The aim of this paper is to prove a blowup
rate estimate for solutions of the semilinear heat equation of form:
(P)

{

Ut u(O, x) -

~u

+ !u!P-1u,

uo(x),

n

in R x (0, T),
in Rn,

for sub critical power p E (1, ~~~).
Main theorem
Let u be a solution with blowup time T. Then

with some constant independent of time t, provided that n 2:: 3 and 1 < p < ~~; or
n = 1, 2 and arbitrary p > 1.

2

Known Results
< p < ~~;
[5] (G R) holds when 1 < p < ~~~~ or Uo 2:: 0.

1. Subcritical exponent i.e. 1

2. Critical exponent i.e. p = ~~;
[4] (GR) does not hold when n

3,4,5,6.

3. General exponent i.e. p > 1 and on a bounded, convex domain
[3] (GR) holds when ~uo + !uo!P-1uo 2:: so that Ut 2:: 0.

°

4. Supercritical exponent i.e. p > ~~;
[6] (GR\) does not hold when n 2:: 11, p>
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n-2vn=I
n-4-2yfn-l

3

Uniform bound for rescaled equation
Following the method developed by [5], we use rescaled variables,
1

(T - t)f3 u (a + YVt - T, t), (3 = - - , s = -log(T - t).
p-l

Growth rate estimate ~ sUPaERn Iwa(O, s)1 <

00

We shall prove a uniform bound for w independent of a.
The bounded lims - Hlo Iwa(y, s)1 < 00 is not enough for our purpose. We need uniformity
in a ERn. We shall adjust Quittner's approach(a kind of bootstrap argument) to our
rescaled equation.

4

Local energy
Let cp be a cutoff function defined by

BR is open ball of radius R centerd at the origin. We set p(y) = exp( -11f). Using cp, we
localize the equation of w in [5] into the following form:

(LWRP)

p(cpw)s - \7 . (p\7(cpw)) -1- \7 . (pw\7cp)

+ p\7cp. \7w + (3cpwp -

cplwlP~lwp = 0

We define two types of local energies as follows,

P!l

Ecp[w](s) = ~ I(I\7(cpw)12 + ((3cp2 -1\7cpI2)lwI2)pdy I cp2lwlP+1pdy
2
2
P
ecp[w](s) = ~ I cp2(I\7wI + (3lwI2)pdy I cp IwI +1 pdy.

P!l

We drive several estimates involved local energies. Let L~ be the weighted L2 space with
weight p.
Let global energy E[w](s) denote Ecp[w)(s) when cp l.
Lemma 1 (Local energy estimate).
(1H I Icpwl 2pdy = -2Ecp[w](s) + ~ I cp2IwI P+1 pdy,
(2)Vt 2 so, 3K1 = Kl(E[w)(so), n,p) > 0 S.t. Itt+1 ecp[w](s)ds :S K 1 ,
(3)3K2 = K2(E[w](so) , n,p, l\7cpl) > 0 s.t. tsecp[w)(s) :S K 2(1 + Ilws(s) ; L~(Rn)II),
(4)Vt 2 So + 1, ecp[w](t) :S Kl + K 2·
idea of the proof
Multiplying (LWRP) with cpw, integration by parts we obtain (1). The estimate (2) follows
easily from global energy. Multiplying the divergence form of w by (cpw )s, integration by
parts, and using Holder's inequality we obtain (3). Using the next elementary lemma, (4)

=

ts
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follows from (2)and (3).
Lemma 2.
Assume that

f

E

C 1 (so, (0),

mE

F

L[oc(so, (0) and

def SUPt>so

m

2 0. Let F and 1be

Itt+1 f(s)ds < 00,

I def
= SUPt>so JtrHI m ()d
s s<

00.

Assume that f'(t) :S m(t) (t > so).
Then f(t) :S F + I (t 2 So + 1) holds.

5

Integral estimate

The following integral estimate plays a crucial role to show (G R) for subcritical exponent.
Lemma.
\:fq 2 2 :JR> 0 :JC > 0 (1) ftt+111w ; W 1 ,2(BR ) 11 2Q ds :S C for all t 2 So + 1.
idea of the proof
We use an inductive argument as in [7]. The estimate (1) holds for q = 2 by Lemma in §4.
By an interpolation theorem and local energies estimate we get

for .\
,\(2). Then an interpolatin thorem, local energies estimate(Lemma1) and LP-LQ
estimate for equation of <pw then we get (1) for better if by taking R smaller. We repeat this
procedure to get (U) and (I). Finally for sufficiently large q so that .\(q) in (U) is close to
';:::'2 (but less this number). Then using standard regularity theorem for parabolic equation
yields a uniform bound for SUPt>so+1 Ilw(t) ; W 1,2(BR )1I provided that p < ~~~. Once
1
SUPt2: so+ 1 IIw(t) ; W ,2(BR )11 is estimated, we obtain SUPt2:so+111w(t) ; Loo(BR )l1:s C with
C depending only on Ecp(wo) , IV<pI. Thus we have (GR).

6

Related problem
There is a related problem. For example [7] prove that all global solutions of

u~
{

u(O, x)

!:::.u + luIP-1u, in D x (0, (0),
0,
in aD x (0, (0),
uo(x),
in D,

has a priori bound SUPt2: 0 llu(t) ; Loo(D) II :S C with C depending'only on lIuo ; Loo(D) II
provided that p is sub critical. This improves the earlier result of [5] where uo 2
is
assumed. T. Cazenave and P.-L. Lions proved such an estimate for 1 < p < ~~~~.

°
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Our argument is somewhat a localized version of Quittner's inductive argument. Because of localization we have to take care of extra term caused by cutting off. To control these terms we need local energies estimates. Quittner's inductive argument is the
method as follows. Using (1) and an interpolation theorem, we obtain (U) for .A <
.A(q) clef max{q~~~~~n' (P~~i+2}. Using a regularity theorem for parabolic equation in [1],
(U) implies a bound for II(t) ; W 1,2(f2)II(and, consequently, for Ilu(t) ; C1([2)II) provided
p < p(q) = 1 + 2,\~q). Then p(q) -+ ~~; as q -+ 00.
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Free energy and variational structures in the
system of self-interacting particles
Takashi Suzuki
In this talk, stationary solutions to the system of chemotaxis and that
of self -interacting particles are studied from the dynamical point of view.
We have two variational structures for that problem, provided with the duality. They are connected by the Lyapunov function, and consequently their
spectral and dynamical equivalences are obtained. We also describe some
applications. Namely, our purpose is to show the dynamical equivale:n:ce between dual variations in the system of self-interacting particles, and is to
describe its applications. This is the joint work with T. Senba of Miyazaki
University.
Let n c R n be a bounded domain with smooth boundary an, and V =
V(x) > 0 be a smooth function of x E n. Given a constant T 2: 0 and a
self-adjoint operator A > 0 in L2(n) with the compact resolvent, we study
the system
= \7. (\7u - u\7 (v + log V)) in n x (0, T)
lLu
- u lL
(v + log V) = 0
on an x (0, T)
8vd
8v
for t E (0, T),
T dtv+Av = u

Ut

where u = u(x, t) and v = v(x, t) are unknown functions of (x, t) E
The initial value is provided with

(1)

n x [0, T).

in

n,

(2)

in

n

(3)

and if T > 0, then

vlt=o = vo(x) 2: 0

is added.
System (1) is found in several areas of natural sciences. There is a form
in biology proposed by Keller and Segel [15] and Nanjundiah [23]. There,
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> 0, and A is the differential operator

-~

+a

with the homogeneous
Neumann boundary condition, and a> 0 is a constant. This case with T = 0
was studied by Nagai [20] and Senba and Suzuki [26].
In the other system of Jager and Luckhaus [13], T = 0 and A is equal
to - ~ with the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition under the constraint In . = O. That is, Av = u if and only if
T

-~v =

u-

I~I

k

u

8v
8v = 0 on 80"

0"

in

and

kv=O.
(4)

One may take A to be - ~ with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, in which case it forms a modified system of Diaz and Nagai [9]. This
case of T > 0 has also a biological sense. Those systems of Keller-Segel and
its modifications describe chemotactic feature of cellular slime molds sensitive to the gradient of some chemical substances secreted by themselves,
and V = V (x) acts as an environment function. Actually, the micro-scopic
derivation was done by Alt [2] from the biased random walk.
System (1) arises also in statistical mechanics. That is, the adiabatic
limit of the Fokker-Planck equation, describing the motion of mean field of
self-interacting particles subject to the attractive inner force. In this case,
T = 0 is always assumed, A-I is an integral operator with the kernel expressing the potential of the interaction, and log V (x) is that of the outer force.
See Bavaud [5] and Wolansky [33], [34] for details. If the third equation
is replaced by - Av = u, then. it indicates that the interaction is repulsive.
In that case, system is dissipative, and describes, for instance, the motion
of electrons inside the semi-conductor. We do not treat those dissipative
systems here, and just refer to the monograph Bank [4].
Under reasonable assumptions to A, unique solvability of (1) with (2) and
(3) locally in time is obtained by the methods of Yagi [35] and Biler [6]. If
T max > 0 denotes the existence time of the solution, the first two equations
of (1) guarantee the non-negativity of u = u(x, t), and therefore

(t E [0, Tmax))

(5)

follows from In Ut = O. Here and henceforth, I . lip denotes the standard V
norm on 0, for p E [1,00]. In the following, we shall write II . II for II . 112 and
( , ) denotes the L2 inner product:

Ilvll =

(

In v

1/2

2
)

,
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(v,w) =

In vw.

Long time behavior of the solution is controlled by the Lyapunov function,
given as

W(u, v)

=

10 (ulogu -

ulog V - uv)

2

+ ~ IIAl/2VI1 .

In fact, writing the first equation of (1) as
Ut

= V'. uV' (logu - v -log V),

we get

10

Ut

(logu - v -logV)

= -

10 u IV' (logu -

v -logV)1

2

from the second equation. Here, the left-hand side is equal to

! 10

(ulogu - uv - ulog V)

+ (u, Vt)

and the third equation gives

Thus we obtain
d

2

r

dt W(u, v) + T IIVtl1 + in u IV' (logu - v -logV)1

2

=

°

(6)

for t E [0, Tmax) , and hence W (u(t), v(t)) is a non-increasing function of t.
Now, we introduce the stationary problem to (1), following the idea of
Childress and Percus [8]. In fact, if uo(x) ::j. 0, then the strong maximum
principle guarantees u(x, t) > for (x, t) E n x (0, Tmax). Therefore, in the
case of W (u(t), v(t)) = for some t E (0, Tmax) , one gets

!

°
°

log u - v - log V = constant

in

n

for u = u(t) and v = v(t) from the third term of the left-hand side of (6). In
use of (5), this implies
(7)
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for A = /luoill. If T > 0, (6) implies also Vt(t) = O. In any case we have
u = Av for u = u(t) and v = v(t), and therefore
v E Dom(A)

(8)

and

follow, where Dom(A) denotes the domain of A. If v = v(x) solves (8)
conversely, then (u, v) with u = u( x) defined by (7) is a stationary solution to
(1) satisfying (5). In this way the stationary problem for (1) with Iluolll = A
is formulated as (8), which is equivalent to
logu - A-Iu -logV = constant,

(9)

in terms of u. Furthermore, the non-stationary solution (u, v) = (u(t), v(t))
always satisfies
d
dtW(u(t),v(t)) < 0
for t E [0, Tmax).
Henceforth, we call the cases T > 0 and T = 0 the full and simplified
systems, respectively. In the simplified system, we always have v = A-Iu
and the Lyapunov function is reduced to
F(u) = W(u,A-Iu) =

r (u log u -

in

ulogV) -

~(A-IU,U).
2

This is nothing but the free energy in the terminology of thermodynamics,
and therefore, naturally induces a variational problem describing the equilibrium state of (1). That is, to find a critical point u of F on

p;.

=

{u : measurable I u 2: 0 a.e.,

Ilulll =

A}.

(10)

Actually, this variational problem is equivalent to (9) as we shall see.
On other hand, problem (8) has a variational structure of its own. In
fact, it is not hard to see, at least formally, that v = v( x) is a solution to (8)
if and only if it is a critical point of

Thus, we have two structures of variation to the stationary problem of (1).
In this talk, first, we provide an existence and uniqueness theorem for
(1) locally in time and also the well-known criterion of the blowup of the
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solution. Then, we describe the key fact that those varitaional structures
stated above are equivalent up to the Morse indices. This fact is known
to some extent concerning the stability in the modified Diaz-Nagai system
([33], [29]), but in that section, a general theory will be presented. Now,
such a spectral equivalence implies the dynamical equivalence. Actually,
the simplified system posseses precise features such as stable, unstable, and
center manifolds of stationary solutions, with the dimension of the unstable
manifold equal to the Morse index, and so forth. Even in the full system,
they are equivalent in the stability. Finally, we turn to concrete systems, and
examine existence, uniqueness, and stability of stationary solutions.
We have the identity
W (A Ve v /

kVe

v

,

v)

= JA (v) +

(11)

A log A.

Therefore, F(u) and JA(v)+Alog A are nothing but the restrictions ofW(u, v)
to
M = {(u, v) I v = A-Iu, Iluli l =

A}

and

N

= {

(u, v) I u

=

AV eV j

k

Ve v }

,

respectively. Furthermore, the intersection of those manifolds coincides with
the set of stationary solutions. However, M and N meet transversally, and
the spectral equivalence described above follows from the algebraic properties
of W(u,v), that is,Wv =
and Wu =
on M x TM and N x TN,
respectively. Neverthless, that spectral equivalence is reasonable, because
F(u), W(u, v), and J).(v) + AlogA are regarded as the free energies for the
system (1) with T = 0, < T < +00, and T = +00, respectively.
Henceforth, we adopt the following notations, where a > is a constant
and r(x) is the fundamental solution of -~, with Wn being the volume of
the n-dimensional unit ball:

°

°

°

°

~

r(x)

=

{

Ixl

i.7r log 1;1
2 n
I
IX 1 w n {n-2)

(n = 1)
(n = 2)
(n 2: 3).

That is, we say that system (1) is (N), (JL), (DN), and (W), if A = -~ + a
with
= 0, Av = u if and only if (4), A = -~ with 'Ian = 0, and
A-Iv = In r(· - y)v(y)dy, respectively.

tv'lan
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A variational problem
for the Helfrich functional
related to the shape of red blood cells
Takeyuki N agasawa
Mathematical Institute, T6hoku University, Japan

1

Physical background

We discuss a variational problem that models shapes of red blood cell. About
30 years ago some models of cell are proposed by several physicists ([2, 4, 5]).
They considered that the shape is determined by some variational structure
of the bending energy of the cell membrane.
One of them is the spontaneous curvature model. We regard the cell as an
oriented closed smooth surface embedded in 'IR3 , denoted by:E. We denote
its mean curvature by h. The sign of mean curvature is positive if the surface
is convex. A(:E) and V(:E) mean the area and enclosed volume:

Here p and n are respectively the position vector and the inner unit normal
vector at p on :E. We introduce the bending energy defined by

where Co is a given constant, not necessarily positive, called the spontaneous
curvature.
Let Ao and Va be given constant. Then it is considered that a critical
surface, in particular a minimizer, of the bending energy under the prescribed
area Ao and volume Va is the shape of the red blood cell. Of course Ao and
Va must satisfy the isoperimetric inequality. The spontaneous curvature Co
determined by the structure of the cell membrane.
We formulate the problem mathematically. For a smooth function </> on
a surface :E and t E IR, we shift :E to the normal direction with length t</>. If
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It I is sufficiently small, then we get

a surface, denoted by I: t . This is called
the normal variation. We denote the first and second variations by 6 and 62
respectively, for a functional F on I:, that is, 6F(I:) and 62 F(I:) are the first
and second derivatives with respect to t at t = 0 of F(I: t ). Our problem is
a variational one with two constraints. The theory of Lagrange multipliers
gives the Euler-Lagrange equation
(1.1)
Here Al and A2 are Lagrange multipliers. This is equivalent to the EulerLagrange equation of the functional

without constraints. It is sometimes called the Helfrich functional, who is
one of the proposers of this model ([5]).
There ia another models about the red blood cells. It is called the bilayercoupled model. This is the same variational problem but with different meaning of physical parameters Al and A2 (see [4]).

2

Known results

By use of differential geometry, (1.1) is reduced to a second order elliptic
equation
(2.1)
Llgh + 2h(h2 - k) + 2eok - 2c6h - 2A I h - A2 = 0
for the mean curvature h. Here k is the Gauss curvature and Llg is the
Laplace-Beltrami operator of I: with the induced metric g from IR3. The
metric g is determined from the embedding of I:, and therefore unknown.
Hence this equation is quasi-linear, not semi-linear.
Al = A2 = 0,
Several results are known about this problem. If Co
then our functional is the Willmore functional, which has a long history in
differential geometry. Spheres are critical point of the functional; which is
th~ unique global minimizer. The Clifford torus is a critical point of the
Willmore functional with nontrivial topology. Willmore conjectured that
the Clifford torus is a global minimizer among the surfaces of genus 1 (the
Willmore conjecture, see [12]), which has not been solved yet. Simon showed
the existence of minimizers with the prescribed genus of the surface ([11]).
There are many other works about the Willmore function, but we omit them
here.
Spheres are critical points of the Helfrich functional for any eo. That is,
spheres satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation for any eo and suitable Al and
A2, since hand k is constant. This is a direct calculation.
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We have a lot of discussions of critical points the Helfrich functional other
than spheres. Most of them are based on formal calculations or experiments,
however, we would like to point out some of them.
The normal red blood cell has a biconcave shape when at rest in the
plasma. This is not the only shape of the cell. Adding distilled water to the
plasma, we can observe various shapes. At first cell loses the biconcavity,
gradually shapes an oblate ellipsoid, and finally, spherical. These are determined by the excess of osmotic pressure between interior and exterior of
cell. The physical constant ..\2 corresponds to the excess of osmotic pressure.
This shape transformation implies the existence of "a bifurcating family" of
shapes of cell from the sphere with the bifurcation parameter of "\2'
Jenkins [6] showed numerically the existence of families of solutions bifurcating from spheres when Co = O. The solutions are surfaces of revolution.
Subsequently Peterson [10] and Ou-Yang and Helfrich [9] investigated the
stability and instability of surfaces of mode 2 by formal computation. We
shall explain the meaning of "mode" in the next section. Unfortunately these
results seemed to be based on formal calculations, and the rigorous proofs
were expected.
The author jointly with Takagi succeeded in giving a rigorous proof of
existence of solutions of mode n. We can also analyze the stability and
instability of solutions of general modes. The solutions are surfaces of revolution, however, it is to be emphasized that we include variations which are
not rotationally symmetric in the stability question. Our results in this note
have already announced in [7] without precise proofs. The full paper [8] is
now in preparation.
The solutions above are "near" the sphere. Recently Au and Wan [1]
showed the existence of a solution with the biconcave shape "far from" the
sphere. The cross section of the surface is convex firstly, turns to a concave
shape, and blows down with finite radius. It is uncertain that Au-Wans's
solutions are the same ones as those of Jenkins. The stability/instability of
Au-Wan's solution is also uncertain.

3

Critical points of near spheres

In the rest of this note we devote ourselves to explain the results of [8]. Let
I; be a surface of revolution:
I; =

{p

(r(s) cosO, r(s) sinO, z(s)) I0::;

°<

27r, 0::;

S ::;

s}.

Here rand z are unknown functions, and s is the arch-length parameter of
generating curve. The range of s is unknown, that is, the problem is the
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free boundary problem. This is one of the difficulties. To avoid this, we
introduce a new coordinate. By scaling we may assume the area is 41f. A
new coordinate ( is defined by

sr-+(= fosr(s)ds-1E{(1

1:::;(:::; I}.

We may call this "the area-wise coordinate" in the following sense. The
surface generates the curve parametrized by s. Let consider the segment
of curve with the arch-length parameter between and s, and the surface
patch generating the segment. The area of the patch varies from to 41f.
Normalizing the range to the interval [-1, 1], we get (. Changing an unknown
function r to p, where p is the square of r. And put A = -2Al and J1, = A2'
Then we reduce our problem (2.1) to

°

(ph')'

+ 2(h -

(pZ')' - p'h

=

co) {(h - z')2

+ coh} + Ah -

°

J1, = 0,

for -1 < ( < 1,

JPh' = p = JPz'
p' = =f2 at

°

°

at

(= ±1,

(= ±l.

The first equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation. The second and third
ones are the relations between p, Z and h. The boundary conditions except
the last one mean that the surface closes smoothly. The last condition comes
from the normalization of area, or reduction of free boundary condition.
This system, however, is overdetermined as a system of second order
ordinary differential equations. The normalization of area gives an extra
condition. We would like to construct bifurcation solutions from the unit
sphere 8 2 , but we cannot apply the standard bifurcation theory. Instead we
consider the system of equations

(ph')' + 2(h - co) {(h

,

V2

(pz') - p'h + '2pz'

=

Z')2 + eoh}

+ Ah -

J1,

+ V1P' =

°
for -1 < ( < 1
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0,

with the same boundary conditions. The new system contains new parameters VI and V2, and therefore it is not overdetermined. Furthermore we can
show that if there exists a solution, then VI and V2 are zero. Hence the solution satisfies the original system. Conversely solutions of the original system
solve the new system putting VI and V2 zero. Consequently two systems are
equivalent. This fact can be shown by using translation invariance of functional. Of course we can show that by analytic argument, but we need length
calculations.
The unit sphere 8 2 corresponds to

h = 1, P 1 - (2, Z = (, A = - 2eo + 2c~ + J.L.
We denote C2(-1,1), L 2(-1,1), and H k (-l,l) simply by C2, L2, and
Hk. Let Pn be the Legendre polynomial of order n, and
the graph closure in L2 of

V

VA

{u

=

E

V

I[11 U d( =

0,

~~ E V } .

H6 is the completion of the space of smooth functions with compact support
in H2 topology. As an application of Crandall-Rabinowitz' theorem [3] to
the new system, we have the existence theorem.

Theorem 3.1 Let n be an integer greater than 1. Then we have families of
solutions ~n(C:) = (h(c:), p(c:), z(c:), A(C:), J.L(C:)) E V x ({1- (2} + H6) x VA x
IR x IR:

4c:(1 - 1"2)2 pI!
(n - l)n(n + l)(n + 2)

...,.--_~--=-~.-:....,-,..:.:n~-:-

I _

Z

-

1

2c:(P~ - Pn )
l)(n + 2)

+ (n _

+

+ O( c:2 )

,

O( 2)
c:,

A = n(n + 1) - 4cQ + 2C5 + O(c:)(= -2eo + 2C5 + J.L + O(c:)),
J.L = n(n + 1) - 2eo + O(c:),
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for sufficiently small lei, say lei < el' The mapping from e to the solution
I;n(e) is analytic from IR to the above class.
Note that the part of order 1 is the unit sphere. Therefore these are families of critical points bifurcating from S2. We call the solution of Theorem
3.1 that of mode n.
The surfaces obtained in Theorem 3.1 are critical points of W (.) under
the prescribed area Ao = 47r and volume 110. Next we would like to discuss
the result of stability of them as critical points of the constraint variational
problem. As usual we define the Nullity and the Index of critical points.
That is, Nullity is the multiplicity of zero eigenfunction of the quadratic form
associated with the second variation, and Index is the number of negative
eigenvalues. Then we have the lower bound of Index and Nullity.
Theorem 3.2 For the solution of mode n it holds that Index(I;n (e)) ~ (n2)(n + 2), and Nullity(I;n(e)) ~ 5 provided lei> 0 is sufficiently small.
The lower bound 5 of Nullity comes form the rigid motion. Since the
surface is rotationally symmetric, the rotation around the axis of symmetry
generates the tangential variation but not the normal variation. Therefore
the space of normal variations coming from infinitesimal rigid motions of is
a 5-dimensional space, not 6-dimensional. The lower bound of Index shows
that the surfaces of mode n is unstable if n is greater than 2.
The theorem giving below is the more precise bounds in case of even n.
Let ry be
ry = Co (3n4

+ 6n3 -

3n2

-

6n + 8)

+ 3n4 + 6n3 -7n2 -

lOn,

and let (J" be the sign of eX ry. P::;" is the associate Legendre functions of the
first kind. En,+l E n,_, and En,o are the spaces defined by

En ,+

= span { P::;" cos m(),

P: sin m() 12 ::; m ::; n, Sr;:

::; m ::; n, Sr;: -I}
En,o = span{P:;- cosm(), P:;- sin m() 12 ::; m ::; n, Sr;: = a}.

E n ,-

span {P:;- cos m(), P: sin m() 12

= I},
I

Here

and

Sm=
n

sgn

{(n+m)! LtO
(n _ m)("-n

_2Ltm}
J"-n'

Then dimensions of these spaces give the lower and upper bound of Nullity
and Index.
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The second term in the right-hand side does not appear when the variation
is linear. The Euler-Lagrange equation, and the constraints of the area and
volume yield
8W(~)['ljJ"(0)]

-8A(~)['¢" (0)]

-A18A(~)['ljJ"(0)]- A28V(~)['ljJ"(0)],

= 82A(~)['ljJ' (0)],

-8V(~)['ljJ" (0)]

= 82V(~)['ljJ' (0)]

respectively. Combining these, we get our formula.
Next proposition says the admissibility of variations.
Proposition 3.2 (Admissibility of test function) The variation ~ -t
~('ljJ(t)) = {p + 'ljJ(t)n Ip E ~} preserves the area and volume, if and only if

k2 'ljJ'(O) dB = fs2 h'ljJ'(O) dB

O.

This means that the first variation of area and volume vanish. Therefore
the necessity is clear. The sufficiency is not trivial. We show this by use
of the implicit function theorem. The class of admissible variations is not
linear space, but manifold. The condition of Proposition 3.2 determines the
tangent space of the manifold.
Put 'ljJ'(O) = </J. Now we define the quadratic from II associated with the
second variation by
II[</>, </>] = 62W(E)[</>] + >'162 A(E)[</>J + A262V(E)[</>J
2

k2 ([~Llg(h2 - k) + (4h2 - k)(h2 - k) + ~ {..;ghij(h)i }j] </>2
..

12

2

1

-hh2J </>i</>j-'2(h -2k)l\7 g</>1 +'4(Llg</»

+

2-2co (1..
2)
-'2 h2J </>i</>j+hl\7g</>1

(c5 ~) (k</>2 + ~1\7g</>12) + Jth</>2) dB.

Here Llg and \79 are the Laplacian and the gradient on the surface with the
induced metric. gij and hij are the first and second fundamental forms.
Inserting the expansion of solution h = 1+ch1 +O(c 2 ) etc. in the formula
above, we get
II[</J, </J] = IIo[</J, ¢] + dId</J, </J] + ... ,
where
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Theorem 3.3 Let n be even. Then there exists
for 0 < Ici < C2

C2

= C2(n, eo)

> 0 such that

(n - 2)(n + 2)
::; (n -

+ dim En,-u ::; Index(~n(c)
2)(n + 2) + dim En,-u + dim En,o

and
5 ::; NullitY(~n(C)) ::; 5 + dim En,o,
hold provided I

O.

Note that if En,o
(/), then estimates are optimal (here we interpret
dim (/) 0). When n ::; 6 and even, it can be shown that En,o = (/) by direct
calculation. When 8 ::; n ::; 30 and even, we have En,o = (/) with help of
computer.
Furthermore when n is 2, 4, or 6, we can give E n ,± explicitly. Consequently we can give the exact value of Index and Nullity. In particular, if
e:(5co + 3) > 0, then the solution of mode 2 is stable. All other solutions
except 5eo + 3 = 0 are unstable.
The result on the stability and instability in mode 2 coincides with formal
results of Peterson [10] and Ou-Yang-Helfrich [9]. The result for higher modes
iS'completely new. Note that we include variations which are not rotationally
symmetric in the study of the stability and instability.
To show Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we must check the sign of the second variation. In the following we sketch the proof of Theorem 3.3. Since the problem
is the variational one with constraints, we must restrict the variations to
those which satisfies the constraints. We call such variations admissible.
Hence we need the second variation formula for admissible variations, and
the necessary and sufficient condition of admissibility.
The first proposition gives the second variation formula of the bending
energy under constraints.

Proposition 3.1 (The second variation formula) Let ~ -+ ~('lj;(t))
{p + 'lj;(t)n I p E ~} be a variation preserving the area and volume. Then we
have

: ' W(E(¢(t))to

b"'W(E)[¢'(O)] + ,11 8' A(E)[¢'(O)] + A,.rV(E)[¢'(O)].

This formula is derived in the following way. If the variation is linear, then
it does not satisfy the constraints. Therefore we must consider the nonlinear
variations. If the variation is nonlinear, then the second derivative is

: ' W(E(¢(t))to

= 8'W(E)[¢'(O)] + 8W(E)W'(O)].
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h2 ([{

111 [1>, v;l =

- [

n2

+n +2
2

PI

4cO - 2n(n + I)} hI

+ Po

{

4hl

+ (co -

+ {tIl <PV;

dZ I
1) d(

1 {
+ [ n2 + 2n + 2 PI
+
P5 po -4cohl + 2(co -

{tl }] o<p oV;
o( o(

+ 2"
dZ I

{tl }] o<p oV;

1)- - d(
2

---00 00

Using the expansion of solution in Theorem 3.1, we compute the sign on IIo
and III for admissible function cP.
Proposition 3.3 Let A and'R be spaces of admissible variations and rigid
motions respectively. En,+1 En,-I and En,o are as before. There exist linear
spaces En,l and E n,2 such that
span { Pe, Pt cos me, Pt sin me I2 ::; /! ::; n, 1 ::; m ::; /!},

En,l

~

E n ,2

~ span { Pe, Pe cos

rn

me,

Pt sin mB r/! 2: n + 1, 1 ::; m ::; /!},

and the direct sum decomposition
A = En,-u EB En,l EB En,o EB 'R EB En,u EB E n,2.
Furthermore it holds that
IIo = 0, IIr < 0
IIo = III = 0
0, III > 0

on

En,-u, IIo < 0

on

En, 1 ,

on

En,o,

on

'R,

II = 0

En,u, IIo > 0 on E n2
,•
Here III > 0 on En,-u means that III is positive definite there. Other notation
should be understood similarly.
IIo

on

Since the decomposition is not orthogonal one with respect to eigenspaces,
we must estimate the cross terms carefully to see the sigunature of quadratic
forms. After these estimations we finally obtain the lower and upper bounds:
dim(En,_u EB En,r) ::; Index(:En(c)) ::; codim ('R EB En,u EB E n,2)
= dim(En,_u EB

En,l EB En,o),

dim'R ::; Nullity(En(c)) ::; dim(En,o EB'R).
By direct calculations we have dim En,l = (n - 2) (n + 2) and dim'R = 5.
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A Level Set lVlethod for Computing
Discontinuous Solutions of a Class of
Hamilton-Jacobi Equations*
Yen-Hsi Richard Tsai t
May 30,2001
We introduce two types of finite difference methods to compute the L-solution
and the proper viscosity solution recently proposed by the second author for semidiscontinuous solutions to a class of Hamilton-Jacobi quations. By regarding the
graph of the solution as the zero level curve of a continuous function in one dimension
higher, we can treat the corresponding level set equation u-sing the vL'3cosity theory
introduced by Crandall and Lions. However, we need to pay special attention both
analytically and numerically to prevent the zero level curve from overturning so that
it can be interpreted as the graph of a function. We demonstrate our Lax-Friedrichs
type numerical methods for computing the L-solution using its original level set
formulation. In addition, we couple our numerical methods with a singular diffusive
term which is essential to computing solutions to a more general class of HJ equations
that includes scalar conservation laws. With this singular viscosity, our numerical
methods do not require the divergence structure of equations and do apply to more
general equations developing shocks other than con."ervation laws. These numerical
methods are generalized to higher order accuracy using WENO Local Lax-Friedrichs
methods in space and high order strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta method
in time. We verify that our numerical solutions approximate the proper viscosity
solutions. Since the solution of scalar conservation law equations can be constructed
using existing numerical techniques, we use it to verify that our numerical solution
approximates the entropy solution. Examples in 1- and 2-dimensions are presented.
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Growth of spirals on the surface of the crystal
Takeshi Ohtsuka
Division of Mathmatics, Graduate School of Science, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo 060-0810, Japan.
We consider the growth of spirals on the surface of crystals. We propose a "level set
model" of the motion of the spiral growth, which is a degenerate parabolic type. So,
we need to consider a notion of weak solutions. We shall prove the existence and the
uniqueness of the solution for our level set model in the sense of viscosity solutions.
The theory of spiral crystal growth was proposed by F. C. Frank in 1948(see [BCF]).
In his theory spiral crystal growth is taken place by the screw dislocation. If a screw
dislocation terminates in the exposed surface of a crystal, there is ;=t permanently exposed
"cliff" of atoms, say the "step". The step can grow perpetually "up a spiral staircase".
To see the surface from above, we can see spirals drawn by exposed "edge of the step" .
We postulate that curves corresponding to steps are moving under the

V

=C

/)',

where V is the normal verocity of the curve, /), is the curvature of the curve, and C is a
positive constant. We also assign the Neumann boundary condition on the end of curves
touching the boundary of the surface of the crystal.
The model stated above is for a single spiral, say the "geometric model". However, it
is not enough to handle other situation so that there are two or more screw dislocations
on the surface of the crystal and they may touch each other. We would like tb handle
such a situation, we adjust the model including this situation.
There are two methods to make a model including this situation. One is the AllenCahn equation model, and the other is a level set method for geometric model. First one
is studied by R. Kobayashi([K]), K-I. Nakamura and T. Ogiwara([NO]), A. Karma and
M.Plapp([KP]), and so on. About the second one, which we call "level set model", P.
Smereka reported the result of numerical computations([Sm]). Since a level set method
treats curves directly, we use a level set method. Since Smereka's one is limited to the
situation where the strength of all dislocation is the same, we arrange the model taking
variety of strength and direction of spirals into account.
Let n be a bounded domain in ]R2, which denotes the surface of the crystal. Assume
that the form of a screw dislocation is a circle whith finite size. Let aI, a2, ... ,an E n
denote the position of the center of n times screw dislocations. Let Pi denote the radius
of i-th screw dislocation, which is taken so that i-th screw dislocation does not touch the
boundary an and any j-th screw dislocation(i f. j), i.e. suppose that any Pj satisfy

Bpj(aj) C
Bp;(ai)

n

for j

n Bpj(aj) =
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= 1,2, ... ,n,
(/)

for i

f. j,

where Bpj(aj) is a open disc of radius Pj centered at aj, and Bpj(aj) denotes its closure.
We denote by W the complement of all screw dislocations in £1, i.e.
n

vV := £1\(U -=B-pj-:-(a-:-j)).
j=1

We denote by r t the curve corresponding to steps on
change as t develops. Geometric model is of form:

v = c - K,
aw .l rt.

on

vV, assume that the shape of r t may

rt ,

We derive our level set model by using the level set method to geometric model.
In conventional method([CGG], [ES]) , r t is defined by the zero-level set of an auxiliary
unknown function u in W. But this is not good to handle our situation since we cannot
distinguish the direction of moving steps only using u in this method. We introduce a
"sheet structure function" (proposed by R.Kobayashi([K])) () to overcome this difficulty.
The function () is defined by
n

()(x) =

2:= mj arg(x -

aj),

j=1

where ni j is an integer such that Imj I denotes the height of steps and the sign of mj
denotes the direction of steps. We remark that () is a multi-valued function. We set
f

t

= {x

E

W;u(t,x) - ()(x) =

O}.

The definition ofr t stated above is the most significant feature of our works.
By the definition of r b we see

au

1

v = 1V'(u -

())I

at'

K,

. V'(u-())
= dlv 1V'(u _ ())I'

Here we calculate derivatives of () on a fixed branch. Since V'() is single-valued, V and K,
are well-defined. Now we obtain the level set model consisting with geometric model of
form:

au

at

(. V' (u - ())
)
-1V'(u - ())I dlV 1V'(u _ ())I + C = 0 in (O,T) x W,
(iJ(x) , V'(u - ()))

=0

on (0, T) x

aw,

(1)

(2)

where iJ denotes the outer unit normal vector field of aw and (".) is the inner product
of }R2. Since the equation (1) is degenerate parabolic, we need to consider the solution
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of these equations in weak sense. We consider the solution in viscosity sense since the
solution in distribution sense is not good for these equation.
Our main results are summarized in the following theorems. For a function f: JRk ::)
D -----+ JR, let 1*, f*: D -----+ JRU{ ±oo} respectively be an upper and a lower semicontinuous
envelope of f defined by the following:

j*(z) = lim sup {f(w); Iz - wi < r},
rto

f*(z)

= liminf {f(w);

rto

Iz -

wi < r}.

Theorem 1 (Comparison Principle) Let n be a bounded domain in JR2 . Assume that
an is C 2 • Let u and v respectively be a viscosity sub- and supersolution of (1)-(2) in
(0, T) x W for T > 0. 1f

u*(O, x) ::s; v*(O, x)

for x E W

holds, then
u*(t, x) ::s; v*(t, x)

for (t, x) E (0, T) x W

holds.
Theorem 2 (Existence and Uniqueness) Assume that an is C 2 . For a given Uo E
C(W), there exists a unique global viscosity solution u E C([O, oo) x lIf') with the initial
condition
ult=o = Uo on W.

To overcome the difficulty caused from the presence of the boundary([Sa], [GS)) , an
important step to prove theorems i~ to use "exterior ball condition" which reads that
there exists a positive constant Co such that the inequality

(i/(x) , x - y) ;:::: -Co Ix

-

yl2

for x E

aw,

yEW

holds. We have a new difficulty coming from the multi-valued function e. To treat e and
to overcome the difficulty, we use different methods on the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2.
To prove Theorem 1, we make double variables as usual. We consider the function

if?(t, x, y) = u*(t, x) - e(x) - (v*(t, y) - e(y)) - \lI(t, x, y)
and its maximum point to apply the Crandall-Ishii's lemma, where \lI is a test function
taken so that its value takes large when x and y is not close. We use exterior ball condition
to define \lI. The choice of \lI is the most crucial step to overcome the difficulty arising
from the boundary condition.
However if? does not have a maximum value because if? is a multi-valued function. So
we need to decide the domain of if? so that we can consider it a single-valued function
and if? takes a maximum value in its domain. To overcome this difficulty, we consider the
"covering space" .
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If we get the comparison principle, it is easy to see the uniqueness and continuity of
viscosity solution. So we have only to construct a viscosity solution of (1)-(2) to prove
Theorem 2.
For the proof of Theorem 2, we use the Perron's method proposed by H.lshii([I])
to construct a viscosity solution of (1)-(2). In the Perron's method, we construct a
subsolution f: [0, T) x lIV ---+ lR and supersolution g: [0, T) x W ---+ lR of (1 )-(2) satisfying
the initial condition
f(O, x) = g(O, x) = uo(x) for x E lIV.

f and

g are constructed symmetrically, we shall mention the construction of viscosity

supersolution only.
The sheet structure function B is a single-valued function on some small neighborhood
of a fixed y E W. Let 6> be small enough. We set U8(y) = B8(y) n W. For £ > and
y E W, we define the function Ve,y: (0, T) x U8(y) ---+ lR of form:

°

°

Ve,y(t, x) = Bt + Aee'P(x) jx - yj2 + 2£ + B(x) - B(y),
where Ae is a positive constant satisfying

jUO(XI) - UO(X2)j
depending on

£

> 0, and

<£ + Aee- co JXI -

for Xl, X2 E W,

<p E C 2 (W) satisfying

-Co::::; <p ::::;

°

X2j2

° on T'V,

V<p = 2C0 17 on alii/.

If B > takes large enough, Ve,y is a supersolution of (1)-(2) on (0, T) x U8(y). Since Ve,y
is defined on the small neighborhood of y E lIV, we extend Ve,y to W to use the "Invariance
Lemma" (see [Sa]). By taking infimum of supersolutions with respect to £ > and y E W,
we construct the desired supersolution.

°
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Global well-posedness for Schrodinger equations
with derivative
Hideo Takaoka
Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University
Sapporo 060-0810, Japan

The work was done with the joint study with J. Colliander\ M. Keel 2 , G. Staffilani 3
and T. Tao4 .

1. INTRODUCTION

In this note, we shall consider the global well-posedness for the Cauchy problem
of 1D derivative nonlinear Schr6dinger equations

iUt + Uxx = iA(luI 2 u)x,
{ U(0, x) = Uo (x),

(1)

where U : JR x JR -+ ee, and A E JR, A i= O. The equation in (1) is a model of
the propagation of circularly polarized AlfvEm waves in magnetized plasma with a
constant external magnetic field [15, 19, 20] (see also [11] for the Alfv€m waves).
Let us call our concern to the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem, which means
the existence, the uniqueness, the persistency property and the continuous dependence on data. In particular, we refer to the local well-posedness for the result on a
certain positive interval, while the global well-posedness for the result over any time
intervals. Our main proposition seeks to obtain the global well-posedness for data
in a class as large as possible.
2. KNOWN RESULTS

Many results are known for the Cauchy problem in the energy space HI. In
[12, 13, 14, 21], it was proved that the Cauchy problem (1) is locally well-posed for
1 University of California, Berkeley
2Caltech
3Stanford University
4University of California, Los Angeles
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data Uo in HI. This result can be combined with energy conservation to show the
global existence of solutions for small data Uo E HI.
Let us consider data Uo in the Sobolev spaces HS of low order. In [22], the best
local well-posedness result was obtained in HS for s 2:: ~, which is sharp in the
sense that the data map fails to be uniformly C 3 or CO for s < ~ (Bourgain [3],
Biagioni-Linares [1], Takaoka [23]). The paper [23] proved the above local solution
to be global for s > ~~ assuming the smallness condition on data, where the proof
uses again the conservation low of HI together with a frequency decompositions of
Cauchy data (initiated by Bourgain [4, 5]).
3. RESULTS
In this note, we improve the existence result further. Our main result is the
following theorem.

Theorem 1. The Cauchy problem (1) is globally well-posed in HS for s > ~, as-

suming IIuollL2 <

y'27f/IAI.

We impose the repulsive smallness condition on data to .force the energy positive
(used also in [12, 13, 14, 21, 23] via the sharp Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality [24]).
Note that the L2 norm is conserved in the evolution, in addition, which is invariant
under the scaling for (1).
The restriction s > ~ is possibly not sharp, and might be improved by using the
correction term strategy of [8]. In fact, one may reasonably conjecture that one
could extend the global well-posedness result to match the local result at s > ~.
We will show, or we are solving this problem in the subsequent paper, with the
discovered correction term.

4. PRELIMINARIES

First of all, we may assume A = 1 by the scaling of u by A-~ u. We define the
non-linear map 9 : L2(JR) -+ L2(JR) as

9f(x) = e-iJ'~:=lf(YWdYf(x).
For s 2:: 0, this transformation is relevantly functioning in HS, besides this is a
bicontinuous map from HS to itself. Via W = gu and Wo = guo, we have formally
that the Cauchy problem (1) can be equivalent to

iWt + Wxx = -iw 2w x - ~lwI4W,
{ w(O) = Woo
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(2)

The Cauchy problem (2) is interesting through the removal of the derivative term
IU 2 u x from the equation of (1). Successfully, this is relevant to the local wellposedness in HS and the global well-posedness in HI. We shall prove
1

Proposition 2. The Cauchy problem (2) is globally well-posedness in HS for s > ~,
assuming IIwollL2 < v'2Jr.

Therefrom the standard argument with u = g-lw, Uo = g-Iwo correspondingly
exhibits Theorem 1.

5. OUT LINE FOR THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

One may expect the extension of the local solution to be global by making the iteration process for local well-posedness. However iteration method can not by itself
yield the global weTI-posedness. Traditionally, the proof of global well-posedness relies on providing the a priori estimate for solutions, besides the local well-posedness
result. We know the conservation law is of use in the a priori estimate of solutions.
The HI conservation law is actually employed to extend the local solutions at infinitely. If there was the conserved estimate for solutions in HS, ~::::; s < 1, we would
immediately show Proposition 2.
The proof of Proposition 2 (Theorem 1) is based on the " I-method" used by the
authors in other nonlinear wave equations. We mention the out line of the strategy
briefly. Let EN be a new energy for solutions in HS depending on a parameter
N » 1 and take the rescaling. We prove again the local well-posedness result in
the space associated to EN on time intervals of length I) rv 1. Finally, we perform
the iteration on the time intervals to derive the a priori estimate of solutions with
rescaling. How is it that our argument is successfully? The increment of the energy
EN is very small with polynomial order tCY. (the corresponding order inspired by the
proof of local well-posedness is exponential eCY.t). More precisely, the energy EN is
almost conserved for the solutions of (2).
To clear the essential points of the proof, we shall fix ~ < s < 1 here.

5.1. Local well-posedness. Now let m(c;) be an even Coo monotone multiplier as

m(~)

_ { 1,

-

(I~I/N)S-l,

if I~ I < N,
if I~I > 2N.

We define the multiplier operator I from HS to HI such that fu(~) = m(~)w(~)
which salvages the smooth of order 1 - s, where denote the Fourier transformation
with respect to space variable by --=-. We also use the same notion to the space-time
Fourier transformation, if it creates no confusion. Our substitute energy is defined
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by
EN(W) =

r l&x lw l2 dx -

.lID:

~Im
2

r Iwlwlwlw xdx,

.lID:

which will describe the conservation law for HI solutions, if I = identity [12, 13,
14,21]. We present here the modified energy appropriate to HS theory.
Let define the space xs,b(lR x lR) equipped with the norm (first introduced by
Bourgain [2])
lIullxs,b(ID:xID:) =

11(1 + 1~12) ~ (1 + IT -

e12) hi( T,~) 11£2

T,~

.

For the time interval I, we define the restricted space xs,b(I x lR) by
lIullxs,b(IXID:) = inf{IIUllxs,b(ID:XID:) : U(t) = u(t) on I}.

Now we are a position to recall the relevant results on the Cauchy problem (2) in a
space comparable to the energy EN(W).

°

Lemma 3. There exist 0 > depending only on IIIwollHl and the unique solution
w of the initial value problem (2) in the time interval [-0,0] such that

IIIwllxl'~+([_6,6JXID:) S; CJlIwolIHl'
Let w be a (global) solution of the Cauchy problem (2). For
wll(t,x) =

1

t

j1

> 0,

x
j1

(3)

j1-2 W(2'-)

j1

is again a solution for (2) with data Wb(X) = j1-two(~), namely the Cauchy problem
(2) is invariant under the rescaling w H w ll .
In this section, we shall obtain the global well-posedness for the rescaled Cauchy
problem. As a consequence, then the scaling w ll H w is used to prove Proposition
1
2. Choosing j1 = N -;:, we have easy IIIwbllHl
1 and EN(Wb)
1, still more
IIIWb 11£2 < v'2if. Without loss of generality, it is sufficient to treat the non-negative
time, because the case of t < is similar. Since our constants in Lemma 3 depend
only on the HI norm for IWb, we have 0 rv 1 and IIIwllllxl,1+([O,6]XID:)
1 (of course,

:s

:s

°

:s 1 by the Sobolev embedding Ht+

:s

'-+ Loo).

We prove again the
Cauchy problem (2) over the time interval of length 0 with data WIl(O), beyond the
time t = 0, and go further. That is possible as far as IIIwll(t)IIHl
1.
IIIwll(o)IIHl

:s

5.2. A priori estimate. The previous results made no use of the energy EN(W).
We know from [12, Lemma 2.4] and [21, Proposition 3.2] that the energy EN(W) is
positive, more precisely, we have
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Lemma 4 ([12], [21]). Assuming IIvllL2 < .,fiir, we have

118x vlli2 :::; Cll v ll L2 (118xv,2 dx

~Im

1

vvvVx dX) .

It is easy to see that our solutions satisfy IIIwILIIL2 < .,fiir since by IIIwllL2 :::;
IlwllL2 and the conservation of L2 norm (the HS space is sub-critical). Then by
Lemma 4, we have

(4)
The next step of argument consists in estimating EN (W). Our energy EN (w) is not
conserved unfortunately, then there seems to be no hope of its unchanged constant.
However we obtain the following estimate, which controls the transition of energy
in a frequency modes to be uniform.
Lemma 5. Let w be a solution to (2) over [t1' t2J. Then we have

EN(W(t2)) - EN(W(t1)) :::; N-l+qllwll

1

x 1 ,;r+ ([tl ,t21xIR)

•

The energy transportation in frequency modes occurs from the nonlinear interaction. However the time localized observation allows the low frequency interaction
to be still remained in the same frequency mode, which is smooth then might be
conserved. On the other hand, Lemma 5 evaluates the energy transition of low-high
and high-high modes, which is very small! Then we can apply Lemma 3 to each time
interval as well as observing the increment of energy by Lemma 5, if the solution .
is approximated by evolving from the Cauchy data restricted to the low frequency
mode.
5.3. Induction. We are now close to the end of the proof of Proposition 2. Let
T be a positive time. The iteration argument combining Lemma 3 with (4) and
Lemma 5 implies

for J-l 2T « N1-. Coming back solutions w with scaling w IL
operator 1-1, we have

H

wand with the inverse

(5)
for all T « NI2- . For our purpose, we need N~- -+ 00, for instance, as N tends to
IL
IL
infinity. From previously chosen J-l, if s > ~, we obtain the a priori estimate for (5)
up to t = T (first fix T > 0 large, correspondingly, next choose N large enough),
and thus complete the proof of Proposition 2.
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AS:-iTRACT.

We consider a typical inverse problem related to a simpie elliptic partial

differential equation in a domain

n

in 1R"(n = 2,3). The problem is to extract infor-

mation about the discontinuity curve, surface for n = 2,3, respectively, of the leading
coefficient of the equation from the Dirichlet-to-Neumann roap on

an

or its partial

knowledge. In this lecture, we describe a recent progress on this subject.

1. The inverse conductivity problem

Let 0, be a bounded domain in JRn (n = 2,3) with smooth boundary. We consider 0,
an isotropic electric conductive medium and denote by , its conductivity. We assume
that, E VXJ (0,) and, has a positive lower bound. Given f E H 1 / 2 (0,) let u E Hi (0,)
be the weak solution of the elliptic problem

V' ·,V'll = 0 in 0"
Ll

=

f

on

an.

Let u denote the unit outward normal vector field to

A-y : f

f---t ,

an.

The map

au
au Ian

is called the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map associated with the operator V' .,V' in n. f
is Cl voltage potential on an; A-y f is the electric current density on
that induces f.
Calderon [5] raised the question whether A-y uniquely determines,. For this question
aud several results we refer the reader to the survey paper Uhlmann [27].
In this talk we are interested in a problem of extracting the singularity of the
conductivity from the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. Let D be an open set with Lipschitz
houndary satisfying Den. We assume that, takes the form

an

,(1:) =

I
{ 1 + h(.r)
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if
if

0. \ D,

.1'

E

:1.'

E D

where h (# 0) is an essentially bounded function in D. In this talk, for simplicity of
description we assume that h is constant. Then aD becomes the discontinuity surface
(n = 3), curve (n = 2) of ,. D represents a defect and may have many connected
components (see Fig. 1.1).

o

o

c:::J
JS2

Fig.l.l.

Now the brief description of the problem discussed in this talk is the following.
Problem Find a formula for extracting information about the location of D from
the pairs (A,J, 1) for f E 'D C H 1 / 2 (an). 'D has to be independent of both D and h;
'D has to be given explicitly and if possible, it should be as "small" as possible.
The formula is important because it may yield an algorithm for the electrical
impedance tomography that has an exact base. The algorithm does not requIre any
solver for the forward problem. Of course, the implementation of the algorithm in
the computer itself is another problem.
We refer the reader to the papers [8], [22], [23], [25] and the references therein for
the uniqueness resluts.

2. The enclosure method
In [9] we introduced the enclosure method and gave an answer to the problem.
The method predicts when a plane (n = 3), line (n
2) with a given normal vector
descending from an hits aD and yields formulae for drawing a picture of the convex
hull of the inclusion. Here we present the result in the three-dimensional case. We
denote by hD the support function of D:
hD (w) = sup x . w, w E S'2.
xED

Given w E S2 choose wJ. E S2 such that w . wJ.
(2.1)

= O.

Let

T

> 0 and

t E R Define

Iw.w.J..(T,t)=t:-2rt ( (A-y_Al)(erx.(w+iw.J..»).eX(w+iw.J..)dO'(x).

Jan
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Theorem 2.1([9, 21]).
Assume that aD is C 2 • We have:
ift>hD(w), then

lim Jlw,w.L (r, t)J

T

ift

< hD (w),

--+

00

= 0;

then

lim Jlw,w.L (r, t)J =

T

--+

00;

00

ift = hD (w), then

lim inf Jlw,w.L (r, t)J
T

--+

00

> O.

Moreover the formula

.
log Jlw,w.L (r, t)J
hm
=hD(w)-t,
00
2r

T--+

is vaZ,id.

Therefore to extract hD (w) from the pairs (A-J, f) for

J E 'D it

suffices to take

An algorithm based on this formula together with the numerical testing is described
in [21] (see also [4]).

3. Yarumkhamedov's Green function and the enclosure method in the
infinite slab
Yarmukhamedov ([28]) introduced a family of fundamental solutions ofthe Laplace
equation whose members are parametrized by entire functions having some growth
property at infinity. In this talk we call them Yarumukhamedov's Green functions.
In three-dimensions, his Green functions take the form

where x' = (Xl ,X2), Ix'I2
variable w such that

= x~ + x~

and K(w) is a given entire function of a complex

K (w) is real for real w;

K(O) = 1;
VR> 0
sup

{JK(w)J

+ (1 + 11m wI}JK'(w)J + (1 + 11m wI 2 )JK" (w)!} < 00.

IRoe wl< R

He proved that this 1> satisfies 61> + o(x) = 0 in 1R.3 . In [29, 30] He considered
the Cauchy problem for the Laplace equation in a domain having special geometry in
multi-dimensions. Using his Green functions, he gave explicit formulae for claculating
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the value of the solution from the Cauchy data on a part of the boundary of the
domain. It is a formula. of the Carleman type and its prototype goes back to a
formula in the complex analysis described in Carleman [6] (see also [1]). In [31]
Yarmukhamedov considered the Cauchy problem for the equation 6u - ,A 2 U = O.
This is the application to the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations. We believe
that there should be other interesting applications for his Green functions. Here we
present an application to an inverse problem ([16]). In this section n is considered
an unbounded domain in 1R3 enclosed by two parallel planes. Therefore one can not
acces the side. The assumptions on D and h are same as those mentioned in section
1. See Fig. 3.1 below for the geometry.

Fig.3.1.
N ow choose the system of the Cartesian coordinates in the three-dimensional Euclidian space in such a way that
where 0 < a < b < 00 and b - a = d. d stands for the thickness of n.
To describe the result clearly we introduce the following notation. Let R > 0 and
E E]O, at. Define

n,(R) = {(X',X3)

Ilx'l < R,

X3 E]a - E,b

+ E[}

and

no(R) = {(X',X3)

Ilx'l < R,

X3 E]a,b[}.

One has the disjoint decomposition of the boundary:

where

Ilx'l < R, :l':J = b + E},
r; (R) = {(X',X3) Ilx'l < R, X:J = a - E},
r: (R) = {( .y.' , X 3 ) II x' I = R, a - E ::; X 3 ::; b + E}.
r;-(R) == {(X',X3)
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Let 0

< <5 <

1. Define

See fig. 3.2 for the geometry.

- --- - --,----- - - - - - - - --- ------------ - - - - - - - - - - -

-----'----- - -- --- ------------------ --- - - ---

- - - - - - - - - - '1 - - - - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -1- _ _ _

_

Fig.3.2.

no

(R) \ n~ (R) i- 0.
Note that if R is sufficiently large, then
We consider a Yarmukhamedov's Green function for special K( w):

K(w)

=e

mw

2

•

There is no description about this choice in Yarmukhamedov's papers. This function
clearly satisfies assumptions on K mentioned above. We write <p(x) = <Pm (x). <Pm (x)
becomes

where

Using this function, we give an explicit harmonic function in a neighbourhood of n.

Definition 3.1. Define
em = ern ( x;

This function is harmonic in JR.::! \
D.
t'm

T) W, W 1. )

(rt (R) u r; (R))

has the following important property.
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and thus in a neighbourhood of

Proposition 3.1.
eni asm -+ 00, approximateseTX'(W+iWJ.) inD.o(R)\D.~(R) andO inD.\D.o(R+R').
Now take

'D

= {em (x; r, w, W 1. ) Ian Im

= 1, . . . ; r

> O}.

Theorem 3.1([16]).
Let R' > d + € and ry > O. Assume that

DC D.o(R) \ D.~(R).
For each wE 52 one can calculate hD(w) from the pairs (AI'fl{l:r;'ISR+R'H},f) for
fED.

Note that the results dose not require A')' f on the whole boundary.

4. Mittag-Leffler's function and a generalization of the enclosure method
One can rewrite (2.1) as
Iw,wJ.(r,t)

r (A-y -

Jan

Ad(e-TteTX.(w+iWJ.»). e-Ttex.(w+iwJ.)dO"(x).

The function e-TteTX.(w+iwJ.) is harmonic and has the following special property:
if x . w > t, then le- Tt eTX'(w +iw J.) I -+ 00 as r -+ 00;
if x . w < t, then le-TteTX'(W+iwJ.)1 -+ 0 as r -+ 00.
For the proof of theorem 2.1 the harmonicity of e- Tt eTX'(W+iwJ.) is important.
These suggest that a family of surfaces 5 t and harmonic functions e (x; t) having the following property will playa similar role for e-TteTX.(w+iwJ.) and yields a
generalization of the enclosure method:
5 t devides the whole space into two parts H t+ and H t- ;
if x E Ht, then leT (x; t)1 -+ 00 as r -+ 00;
if x E H t- , then leT (x; t)1 -+ 0 as r -+ 00.
In this section we show that such a generalization is possible if one makes use
of Mittag-Leffier's function insted of the exponential function. First let us recall its
definition. Let 0 < Q' ::::; 1. The entire function
T

is called Mittag-Leffier's function ([2, pp.206-208], [24]). This includes e' as a special
case be cause EJ (z) = e If 0 < Q' < I, this function has the following remarkable
property:
if largzl ::::; 7w/2, then
Z

•
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if rra/2 < larg zl ::; rr, then
Z'-1

E", (z) '" - f( 1 _ a)
Here we consider only two-dimensional case. Three-dimensional case will be reported eleswhere.
Let Y E 1R2 and w E S1. Take w-L' E SI such that w . w-L = O. For each t E IR
consider the functions dependeing T > 0:
e~ (x;

Y, W, w-L , t) = E", (T{ (x - Y) . w - t

+ i( x -

y) . w-L

}).

This fWlctions are harmonic. Let Cy + tw (w, rra/2) denote the c one about w of opening
angle rra/2 with vertex at y + tw (see Fig. 4.1).

, .....

----

'

....

,
' ....

'1+ tw

Fig.4.1.
From the property of E", (z) mentioned above one knows that:
if:r E Cy+ t v.,(w,rra/2) \ aC y+ tw (w,rra/2), then Iv~(x;y,w,t)l---7 (X) as T
if ,r E IR~ \C y+ tw (w,rra/2), then Iv~(x;y,w,t)I---70 as T ---7 00.
Define

Ity,w)(T,t) =

r

Jan

(A'Y - Adf'" (x) . f"'(x)dO"(x), T > 0

where

f"'(x) =
I;~ ,w) ( T,

e~(x;y,w,t),x E

t) does not depend on the choice of w-L

Definition 4.1. Given (y,w) E

an x S1

with

(4.1 )
define
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an.

---700;

a..

See Fig. 4.2 below for the meaning of h'fy (y,w).

Fig. 4.2. a : t> h'fy (y,w), b: t

= h'fy (y,w),

c: t

< h'fy (y,w).

Theorem 4.1([19]).
Let 0< a < 1. Let (y,w) E 3n x SI satisfy (4.1). We have:

ift> h'fy (y,w), then
if t

< h'fy (y, w), then

ift = h'fy (y,w), then
lim r~:lfoo !I~,w)(T, t)! > 0.
This gives the characterization of h'fy (y, w):

]h'fy(y,w),O[= {t E] - 00,0[1 r~~oo I~,w)(T,t) == O}.
Therefore to extract h'fy(y,w) from the pairs (A.J,!) for f E 1J it suffices to take
1J

= {e~(· ;y,w,t)lan

IT> 0,-00 < t < O}.

5. Remarks
Remark 5.1. The enclosure method presented in section 1 can cover the case when
the conductivity of takes the form

n

'Y( x) = { 'Yo (x)
'Yo (x) +h(x)

if x E

n \ D,

if xED

where 'Yo is a known smooth function having a positive lower bound. Instead of
eTX(W+iw.L), just use the exponentially growing solutions for the equation \1. 'Yo \1u = 0
which are constructed by Sylvester-Uhlmann (26). For the construction Faddeev's
Green function (7) played the central role. In [16], using an integral reprentation
of Faddeev's Green function obtained by Beals-Coifman [3], we pointed out that
Faddeev's Green function is a special member of Yarmukhamedov's Green functions.
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Remark 5.2.
This remark is closely related to remak 5.1. It would be interesting to consider
whether one can construct a special solution of the equation \l . 10 \lu = 0 that
coincides with e~(x;y,w,t) when 10 is constant and plays the same role.
Remark 5.3.
[18] is a survey paper on the enclosure method.
For other applications of the enclosure method see:
[9,11] (inverse boundary value problems for the Helmholtz equation which is closely
related to the inverse obstacle scattering problem);
[10] (inverse source problem for the Helmholtz equation);
[12, 13](inverse conductivity problem with one measurement);
[15](reconstruction from the difference of the voltage potentials between given two
points on an);
[17] (the Cauchy problem for the stationary Schrodinger equation);
[20] (a numerical testing of an algorithm based on a formula in [12]).
And we refer the reader to [14], introduction of [16] for other methods and their
applications.
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